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Announcements

• Final project due soon: go to office hours!

• More poster session details on the website
• If you can’t make some or all of the poster session, fill out the 

Google form ASAP!
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Lecture Plan:

• Why use semi-supervised learning for NLP?

• Semi-supervised learning algorithms
• Pre-training
• Three recent papers

• Self-training
• Consistency regularization
• Two recent papers
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Why has deep learning been so successful recently?
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Why has deep learning been so successful recently?
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• Better “tricks” (dropout, improved optimizers (e.g., Adam), 
batch norm, attention)

• Better hardware (thanks video games!) -> larger models

• Larger datasets



Big deep learning successes

• Image Recognition: 
Widely used by Google, Facebook, etc.

• Machine Translation:
Google translate, etc.

• Game Playing: 
Atari Games, AlphaGo, and more
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Big deep learning successes

• Image Recognition: 
ImageNet: 14 million examples

• Machine Translation:
WMT: Millions of sentence pairs

• Game Playing: 
10s of millions of frames for Atari AI
10s of millions of self-play games for
AlphaZero
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NLP Dataset Sizes
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Dataset (English) Size (# sentences)

NER 15K (CoNLL 2003)

Coreference Resolution 75K (OntoNotes)

Parsing 40K (Penn Treebank)

Question Answering 100k questions (SQuAD)

Textual Entailment 570k (SNLI)

Sentiment Analysis 10k (SST)



…And that’s for core tasks in English!

• Most tasks have less data

• There are thousands of languages
• Hundreds with > 1 million native speakers
• Less than 10% of people speak English as their first language
• Little-to-no annotated data for many other languages
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What to do?

• Just collect more data?
• Expensive!
• Crowdsourcing alleviates this a bit

• Requires linguistic knowledge for some tasks

• Semi-Supervised Learning
• Use unlabeled examples during training
• Easy to find for NLP!
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Two Moons Dataset
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• Toy dataset that we will use as an example throughout the rest 
of the lecture



Two Moons Dataset
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• Semi-supervised: most examples don’t have a label



Two Moons Dataset
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• A supervised model would learn something like this



Two Moons Dataset
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• But this of course is wrong, the model will make lots of mistakes



Semi-Supervised Learning

• We will cover three semi-supervised learning techniques

• Pre-training
• One of the tricks that started to make NNs successful

• You learned about this in week 1 (word2vec)!

• Self-training
• One of the oldest and simplest semi-supervised learning algorithms 

(1960s)

• Consistency regularization
• Recent idea (2014, lots of active research)

• Great results for both computer vision and NLP
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Pre-training

• First train an unsupervised model on unlabeled data
• Then incorporate the model’s learned weights into a supervised 

model and train it on the labeled data
• Optional: continue fine-tuning the unsupervised weights. 
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supervised-only 
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Pre-training: Word2Vec
• Shared part is word embeddings
• No unsupervised-only part
• Supervised-only part is the rest of the model
• Unsupervised learning: skip-gram/cbow/glove/etc
• Supervised learning: training on some NLP task
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Why does pre-training work?

• ”Smart” initialization for the model
• More meaningful representations in the model

• e.g., GloVe vectors capture a lot about word meaning, our 
model no longer has to learn the meanings itself
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input

supervised NN

input

pre-trained NN

supervised NN

Supervised learning: have to learn 
everything from “raw” input

Pre-training: supervised part gets 
more useful representations as 
input



Why does pre-training work?
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original representation space
learned representation 
space after pre-training



Why does pre-training work?
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original representation space
learned representation 
space after pre-training

Supervised part of the model has a 
much easier job after pre-training



Pre-Training for NLP
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• Most neural NLP models 
looks (roughly) like this

Inputs (words)

Embedding lookup

Encoder NN(s) 
(CNN/BiLSTM/Transformer/Etc.)

Prediction NN 
(e.g., mean-pool then softmax layer)

Prediction(s)



Pre-Training for NLP
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• With pre-trained 
embeddings

Inputs (words)

Embedding lookup

Encoder NN(s) 
(CNN/BiLSTM/Transformer/Etc.)

Prediction NN 
(e.g., mean-pool then softmax layer)

Prediction(s)

Supervised

Pre-trained



Pre-Training for NLP
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• Recent research: pre-train 
more of the model (e.g., 
the first LSTM layer)

Inputs (words)

Embedding lookup

Pre-trained Encoder NN 

Prediction NN 

Prediction(s)

Supervised

Pre-trained

Supervised Encoder NN 



Pre-Training Strategies: Auto-Encoder (Dai & Le, 2015)

• For pre-training, train an autoencoder: seq2seq model (without 
attention) where the target sequence is the input sequence
• the encoder converts the input into a vector that contains 

enough information that the input can be recovered
• Initialize the LSTM for a sentence classification model with the 

encoder
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LSTM Encoder

LSTM Decoder

“It was good”

pre-training supervised learning

“It was good”
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Pre-Training Strategies: Auto-Encoder (Dai & Le, 2015)

• For pre-training, train an autoencoder: seq2seq model (without 

attention) where the target sequence is the input sequence

• the encoder converts the input into a vector that contains 

enough information that the input can be recovered

• Initialize the LSTM for a sentence classification model with the 

encoder
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Dataset Previous Best 
Result

Supervised 
Baseline

With 
Pretraining

IMDB 7.42 10.00 7.24

Rotten 

Tomatoes

18.5 20.5 16.7

20 Newsgroups 17.1 18.0 15.6



Pre-Training Strategies: CoVe (McCann et al., 2017)
• Pre-train the encoder for machine translation

• So really this could be considered transfer learning, not semi-
supervised learning

• Don’t update the pre-trained part of the model during training
• Train bigger NN on top of the pre-trained encoder

• e.g., BiLSTM layers as well as just a softmax layer
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Pre-Training Strategies: CoVe (McCann et al., 2017)

• Why not fine-tune the pre-trained encoder?

• Much faster during training! In a preprocessing step run the 
encoder once over each example

• Then treat the outputs as fixed vectors (like GloVe vectors) 
that the model takes as input

Lecture 1, Slide 28 It was good 

positive sentiment 
Supervised BiLSTM

GloVe vectors

CoVe vectors 
(produced by NMT 
encoder running 
over the sentence)



Pre-Training Strategies: CoVe (McCann et al., 2017)

• Why not fine-tune the pre-trained encoder?
• Much faster during training! In a preprocessing step run the 

encoder once over each example
• Then treat the outputs as fixed vectors (like GloVe vectors) 

that the model takes as input
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Pre-Training Strategies: ELMo (Peters et al., 2017)

• Similar to CoVe but

• Pre-train the model for language modeling (both forwards 
and backwards)

• Scaled-up: much larger model, much more data

• A few other tricks…
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LSTM Encoder

Softmax over Vocab

“was good <EOS>”

pre-training supervised learning
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LSTM Encoder

Supervised Model

positive sentiment

initialize,
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Pre-Training Strategies: ELMo (Peters et al., 2018)

• Tricks:
• Fine-tune the LM on the supervised dataset
• Combine the LM representations in a smart way

• Pass the ELMo representations into multiple layers of the 
supervised model, not just the first layer
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ken tk given the history (t1, ..., tk�1):

p(t1, t2, . . . , tN ) =
NY

k=1

p(tk | t1, t2, . . . , tk�1).

Recent state-of-the-art neural language models
(Józefowicz et al., 2016; Melis et al., 2017; Mer-
ity et al., 2017) compute a context-independent to-
ken representation xLM

k (via token embeddings or
a CNN over characters) then pass it through L lay-
ers of forward LSTMs. At each position k, each
LSTM layer outputs a context-dependent repre-
sentation

�!
h LM

k,j where j = 1, . . . , L. The top layer

LSTM output,
�!
h LM

k,L , is used to predict the next
token tk+1 with a Softmax layer.

A backward LM is similar to a forward LM, ex-
cept it runs over the sequence in reverse, predict-
ing the previous token given the future context:

p(t1, t2, . . . , tN ) =
NY

k=1

p(tk | tk+1, tk+2, . . . , tN ).

It can be implemented in an analogous way to a
forward LM, with each backward LSTM layer j
in a L layer deep model producing representations �
h LM

k,j of tk given (tk+1, . . . , tN ).
A biLM combines both a forward and backward

LM. Our formulation jointly maximizes the log
likelihood of the forward and backward directions:

NX

k=1

( log p(tk | t1, . . . , tk�1;⇥x,
�!
⇥LSTM ,⇥s)

+ log p(tk | tk+1, . . . , tN ;⇥x,
 �
⇥LSTM ,⇥s) ) .

We tie the parameters for both the token represen-
tation (⇥x) and Softmax layer (⇥s) in the forward
and backward direction while maintaining sepa-
rate parameters for the LSTMs in each direction.
Overall, this formulation is similar to the approach
of Peters et al. (2017), with the exception that we
share some weights between directions instead of
using completely independent parameters. In the
next section, we depart from previous work by in-
troducing a new approach for learning word rep-
resentations that are a linear combination of the
biLM layers.

3.2 ELMo

ELMo is a task specific combination of the in-
termediate layer representations in the biLM. For

each token tk, a L-layer biLM computes a set of
2L+ 1 representations

Rk = {xLM
k ,
�!
h LM

k,j ,
 �
h LM

k,j | j = 1, . . . , L}
= {hLM

k,j | j = 0, . . . , L},

where hLM
k,0 is the token layer and hLM

k,j =

[
�!
h LM

k,j ;
 �
h LM

k,j ], for each biLSTM layer.
For inclusion in a downstream model, ELMo

collapses all layers in R into a single vector,
ELMok = E(Rk;⇥e). In the simplest case,
ELMo just selects the top layer, E(Rk) = hLM

k,L ,
as in TagLM (Peters et al., 2017) and CoVe (Mc-
Cann et al., 2017). More generally, we compute a
task specific weighting of all biLM layers:

ELMotaskk = E(Rk;⇥
task) = �task

LX

j=0

staskj hLM
k,j .

(1)
In (1), stask are softmax-normalized weights and
the scalar parameter �task allows the task model to
scale the entire ELMo vector. � is of practical im-
portance to aid the optimization process (see sup-
plemental material for details). Considering that
the activations of each biLM layer have a different
distribution, in some cases it also helped to apply
layer normalization (Ba et al., 2016) to each biLM
layer before weighting.

3.3 Using biLMs for supervised NLP tasks

Given a pre-trained biLM and a supervised archi-
tecture for a target NLP task, it is a simple process
to use the biLM to improve the task model. We
simply run the biLM and record all of the layer
representations for each word. Then, we let the
end task model learn a linear combination of these
representations, as described below.

First consider the lowest layers of the super-
vised model without the biLM. Most supervised
NLP models share a common architecture at the
lowest layers, allowing us to add ELMo in a
consistent, unified manner. Given a sequence
of tokens (t1, . . . , tN ), it is standard to form a
context-independent token representation xk for
each token position using pre-trained word em-
beddings and optionally character-based represen-
tations. Then, the model forms a context-sensitive
representation hk, typically using either bidirec-
tional RNNs, CNNs, or feed forward networks.

To add ELMo to the supervised model, we
first freeze the weights of the biLM and then
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troducing a new approach for learning word rep-
resentations that are a linear combination of the
biLM layers.
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the activations of each biLM layer have a different
distribution, in some cases it also helped to apply
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3.3 Using biLMs for supervised NLP tasks

Given a pre-trained biLM and a supervised archi-
tecture for a target NLP task, it is a simple process
to use the biLM to improve the task model. We
simply run the biLM and record all of the layer
representations for each word. Then, we let the
end task model learn a linear combination of these
representations, as described below.

First consider the lowest layers of the super-
vised model without the biLM. Most supervised
NLP models share a common architecture at the
lowest layers, allowing us to add ELMo in a
consistent, unified manner. Given a sequence
of tokens (t1, . . . , tN ), it is standard to form a
context-independent token representation xk for
each token position using pre-trained word em-
beddings and optionally character-based represen-
tations. Then, the model forms a context-sensitive
representation hk, typically using either bidirec-
tional RNNs, CNNs, or feed forward networks.

To add ELMo to the supervised model, we
first freeze the weights of the biLM and then

weight controls the 
magnitude of the 
representations 

combine outputs 
of all layers of the 
LM

other learned weights control 
which layers contribute the most

LM hidden 
states



Pre-Training Strategies: ELMo (Peters et al., 2018)

• Amazing Results
• This kind of method may become standard-practice in NLP 

the way pretrained embeddings is standard-practice currently
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TASK PREVIOUS SOTA
OUR

BASELINE

ELMO +

BASELINE

INCREASE

(ABSOLUTE/

RELATIVE)

SQuAD SAN 84.4 81.1 85.8 4.7 / 24.9%
SNLI Chen et al. (2017) 88.6 88.0 88.7 ± 0.17 0.7 / 5.8%
SRL He et al. (2017) 81.7 81.4 84.6 3.2 / 17.2%
Coref Lee et al. (2017) 67.2 67.2 70.4 3.2 / 9.8%
NER Peters et al. (2017) 91.93 ± 0.19 90.15 92.22 ± 0.10 2.06 / 21%
SST-5 McCann et al. (2017) 53.7 51.4 54.7 ± 0.5 3.3 / 6.8%

Table 1: Test set comparison of ELMo enhanced neural models with state-of-the-art single model baselines across
six benchmark NLP tasks. The performance metric varies across tasks – accuracy for SNLI and SST-5; F1 for
SQuAD, SRL and NER; average F1 for Coref. Due to the small test sizes for NER and SST-5, we report the mean
and standard deviation across five runs with different random seeds. The “increase” column lists both the absolute
and relative improvements over our baseline.

ral Language Inference (SNLI) corpus (Bowman
et al., 2015) provides approximately 550K hypoth-
esis/premise pairs. Our baseline, the ESIM se-
quence model from Chen et al. (2017), uses a
biLSTM to encode the premise and hypothesis,
followed by a matrix attention layer, a local in-
ference layer, another biLSTM inference compo-
sition layer, and finally a pooling operation be-
fore the output layer. Overall, adding ELMo to
the ESIM model improves accuracy by an average
of 0.7% across five random seeds.A five member
ensemble pushes the overall accuracy to 89.3%,
exceeding the previous ensemble best of 88.9%
(Gong et al., 2017).

Semantic role labeling A semantic role label-
ing (SRL) system models the predicate-argument
structure of a sentence, and is often described as
answering “Who did what to whom”. He et al.
(2017) modeled SRL as a BIO tagging problem
and used an 8-layer deep biLSTM with forward
and backward directions interleaved, following
Zhou and Xu (2015). As shown in Table 3.3, when
adding ELMo to a re-implementation of He et al.
(2017) the single model test set F1 jumped 3.2%
from 81.4% to 84.6% – a new state-of-the-art on
the OntoNotes benchmark (Pradhan et al., 2013),
even improving over the previous best ensemble
result by 1.2%.

Coreference resolution Coreference resolution
is the task of clustering mentions in text that re-
fer to the same underlying real world entities. Our
baseline model is the end-to-end span-based neu-
ral model of Lee et al. (2017). It uses a biLSTM
and attention mechanism to first compute span
representations and then applies a softmax men-
tion ranking model to find coreference chains. In

our experiments with the OntoNotes coreference
annotations from the CoNLL 2012 shared task
(Pradhan et al., 2012), adding ELMo improved the
average F1 by 3.2% from 67.2 to 70.4, establish-
ing a new state of the art, again improving over the
previous best ensemble result by 1.6% F1.

Named entity extraction The CoNLL 2003
NER task (Sang and Meulder, 2003) consists of
newswire from the Reuters RCV1 corpus tagged
with four different entity types (PER, LOC, ORG,
MISC). Following recent state-of-the-art systems
(Lample et al., 2016; Peters et al., 2017), the base-
line model uses pre-trained word embeddings, a
character-based CNN representation, two biLSTM
layers and a conditional random field (CRF) loss
(Lafferty et al., 2001), similar to Collobert et al.
(2011). As shown in Table 3.3, our ELMo en-
hanced biLSTM-CRF achieves 92.22% F1 aver-
aged over five runs. The key difference between
our system and the previous state of the art from
Peters et al. (2017) is that we allowed the task
model to learn a weighted average of all biLM lay-
ers, whereas Peters et al. (2017) only use the top
biLM layer. As shown in Sec. 5.1, using all layers
instead of just the last layer improves performance
across multiple tasks.

Sentiment analysis The fine-grained sentiment
classification task in the Stanford Sentiment Tree-
bank (SST-5; Socher et al., 2013) involves select-
ing one of five labels (from very negative to very
positive) to describe a sentence from a movie re-
view. The sentences contain diverse linguistic
phenomena such as idioms and complex syntac-
tic constructions such as negations that are diffi-
cult for models to learn. Our baseline model is
the biattentive classification network (BCN) from



Pre-Training Overview

• Initialize part of the model with a network trained using 
unsupervised learning

• Works great!
• But requires training a separate (usually extremely large) model

• e.g., ELMo uses a 2-layer BiLSTM with 4096 units in each 
layer, also incorporated a size 2048 character-level CNN, pre-
trained with 10 passes over a 1 billion word corpus
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Self-Training

• Use unlabeled data without a giant model or long pretraining
phase

• Old (1960s) and simple semi-supervised algorithm

• Algorithm:

1. Train the model on the labeled data.

2. Have the model label the unlabeled data.
• Take some of examples the model is most confident about (i.e., the 

model gives them high probability). Add those examples with the 
model’s labels to the training set

3. Go back to 1. 
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Self-Training: Example
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• 1. Train our model on the labeled data



Self-Training: Example
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• 2. Label a few examples



Self-Training: Example
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• 3. Re-train the model



Self-Training: Example
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• Repeat!



Self-Training: Example
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Self-Training: Example
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Self-Training: Example
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Self-Training:
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• Good results on quite a few NLP 
tasks in the 1990s and 2000s

• e.g., for constituency parsing 
(McClosky et al., 2006)

• However, not used as much lately 
(especially with NNs) because 
other methods work better

Sentences added 1 22 24
0 (baseline) 91.8 92.1 90.5

50k 91.8 92.4 90.8
250k 91.8 92.3 91.0
500k 92.0 92.4 90.9
750k 92.0 92.4 91.1
1,000k 92.1 92.2 91.3
1,500k 92.1 92.1 91.2
1,750k 92.1 92.0 91.3
2,000k 92.2 92.0 91.3

Table 2: f -scores from evaluating the rerank-
ing parser on three held-out sections after adding
reranked sentences from NANC to WSJ training.
These evaluations were performed on all sentences.

on the same models. In Table 2, we see that the new
NANC data contains some information orthogonal to
the reranker and improves parsing accuracy of the
reranking parser.
Up to this point, we have only considered giving

our true training data a relative weight of one. In-
creasing the weight of the Wall Street Journal data
should improve, or at least not hurt, parsing perfor-
mance. Indeed, this is the case for both the parser
(figure not shown) and reranking parser (Figure 1).
Adding more weight to the Wall Street Journal data
ensures that the counts of our events will be closer
to our more accurate data source while still incorpo-
rating new data from NANC. While it appears that
the performance still levels off after adding about
one million sentences from NANC, the curves cor-
responding to higher WSJ weights achieve a higher
asymptote. Looking at the performance of various
weights across sections 1, 22, and 24, we decided
that the best combination of training data is to give
WSJ a relative weight of 5 and use the first 1,750k
reranker-best sentences from NANC.
Finally, we evaluate our new model on the test

section of Wall Street Journal. In Table 3, we note
that baseline system (i.e. the parser and reranker
trained purely on Wall Street Journal) has improved
by 0.3% over Charniak and Johnson (2005). The
92.1% f -score is the 1.1% absolute improvement
mentioned in the abstract. The improvement from
self-training is significant in both macro and micro
tests (p < 10−5).

 91.7

 91.8

 91.9

 92

 92.1

 92.2

 92.3

 92.4

 0  5  10  15  20  25  30  35  40

f-s
co

re

NANC sentences added (units of 50k sentences)

WSJ x1
WSJ x3
WSJ x5

Figure 1: Effect of giving more relative weight to
WSJ training data on reranking parser f -score. Eval-
uations were done from all sentences from section
1.

Model fparser freranker

Charniak and Johnson (2005) – 91.0
Current baseline 89.7 91.3
WSJ + NANC 91.0 92.1

Table 3: f -scores on WSJ section 23. fparser and
freranker are the evaluation of the parser and rerank-
ing parser on all sentences, respectively. “WSJ +
NANC” represents the system trained on WSJ train-
ing (with a relative weight of 5) and 1,750k sen-
tences from the reranker-best list of NANC.

5 Analysis

We performed several types of analysis to better un-
derstand why the new model performs better. We
first look at global changes, and then at changes at
the sentence level.

5.1 Global Changes

It is important to keep in mind that while the
reranker seems to be key to our performance im-
provement, the reranker per se never sees the extra
data. It only sees the 50-best lists produced by the
first-stage parser. Thus, the nature of the changes to
this output is important.
We have already noted that the first-stage parser’s

one-best has significantly improved (see Table 1). In
Table 4, we see that the 50-best oracle rate also im-

Parsing F1 score vs amount 
of unlabeled data



Online Self-Training

Lecture 1, Slide 43

1. Sample a labeled minibatch (xi, yi) and unlabeled minibatch xj

2. Take a step of gradient descent minimizing

Regular supervised loss

Target output is a 
human-produced label

Model acts as a “teacher” and 
labels the examples

Target is a model-produced 
label. It will be noisy because 
the model isn’t as accurate as 
a person, but hopefully the 
model can still learn from it

Then model acts as a 
“student” and learns to 
match the target



Online Self-Training
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1. Sample a labeled minibatch (xi, yi) and unlabeled minibatch xj

2. Take a step of gradient descent minimizing

Rest of this lecture: how do we make this second term (the 
unsupervised one) better?

Regular supervised loss

Target output is a 
human-produced label

Model acts as a “teacher” and 
labels the examples

Target is a model-produced 
label. It will be noisy because 
the model isn’t as accurate as 
a person, but hopefully the 
model can still learn from it

Then model acts as a 
“student” and learns to 
match the target



Hard vs Soft Targets

• Why use “hard” one-hot label as the target on unlabeled 
examples? Wouldn’t a “soft” probability distribution work 
better?

Lecture 1, Slide 45

y1 y2 y3 y1 y2 y3

One-hot vector just tells us 
y1 is the most likely class

Probability distribution also 
tells use the model isn’t very 
confident about its 
prediction and that y2 is the 
second-most-likely class



Hard vs Soft Targets

• Why use “hard” one-hot label as the target on unlabeled 
examples? Wouldn’t a “soft” probability distribution work 
better?
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Hard vs Soft Targets

• Why use “hard” one-hot label as the target on unlabeled 
examples? Wouldn’t a “soft” probability distribution work 
better?

• A bit odd: the student already matches the targets!

Lecture 1, Slide 47



Consistency Regularization

Lecture 1, Slide 48

• Add noise to the student’s inputs

• Where       is a vector with a random direction and a small   
magnitude

Soft target Model learns to produce 
target even when noise is 
added to its input



Consistency Regularization
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• Add noise to the student’s inputs

• Where       is a vector with a random direction and a small   
magnitude

• Train the model so a bit of noise doesn’t mess up its predictions
• Equivalently, the model must give consistent predictions to 

nearby data points

The model is trained to 
give the same prediction 
for any point in the circle

“distributional smoothing”

unlabeled 
example



Consistency Regularization: Example
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Consistency Regularization: Example
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Model should produce the same predictions 
everywhere in the circles -> overlapping circles should 
have the same prediction



Consistency Regularization: Example
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Decision boundary will look like this



Amazing Results for Computer Vision!
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Model Error Rate

Supervised 35.56

Ladder Netwosk (Rasmus et al, 
2015)

20.40

CatGAN (Springenberger, 2016) 19.58

GAN (Salimans et al., 2016) 18.63

Consistency Regularization (Sajjadi
et al., 2016)

11.29

• Results on small image recognition dataset: 4K labeled 
examples, 46K unlabeled examples 



How to Apply Consistency Regularization to NLP?

• a 

• In NLP, xj is a sequence of words

• Unlike with pixels in an image, words are discrete. How can we 

add random noise to them? 

• 3 ideas:

• Miyato et al. (2017)

• Add noise to the word embeddings

• Clark et al. (2018)

• Word dropout

• Cross-view Consistency

Lecture 1, Slide 54



Virtual Adversarial Training (Miyato et al., 2017)

• Apply consistency regularization to text classification
• First embed the words
• Add the noise to the word embeddings
• Have to constrain the word embeddings (e.g., make them 

have zero mean and unit variance)
• Otherwise the model could just make them have really large 

magnitude so the noise doesn’t change anything

• Noise added to the word embeddings is not chosen randomly: it 
is chosen adversarially
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Adversarial Examples

• Adversarial examples: Small (imperceptible to humans) tweak 
to neural network inputs can change its output

Lecture 1, Slide 56



Adversarial Examples

• Security implications

Lecture 1, Slide 57



Adversarial Examples

• Adversarial examples: Small (imperceptible to humans) tweak 
to neural network inputs can change its output

• Creating an adversarial example: 
• Compute the gradient of the loss with respect to the input
• Add epsilon times the gradient to the input
• Possibly repeat multiple times

Lecture 1, Slide 58



Virtual Adversarial Training

Lecture 1, Slide 59

Instead of picking a random direction for     , pick the one that most 
increases the loss

unlabeled 
example



Virtual Adversarial Training: Results
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Model Error

Pretraining Only 7.33

Pretraining + consistency reg. 
(random pertrubation)

6.78

Pretraining + consistency reg. 
(adversarial pertrubation)

5.91

• Results on sentiment classification task



Word Dropout

• Much simpler idea:

• We can’t add noise to words easily

• Instead let’s randomly (10-20% probability) replace words in 

the input with a special  REMOVED token 

• A lot simpler than Virtual Adversarial Training!

• And actually works better in many cases

Lecture 1, Slide 61



Cross-View Consistency (Clark et al., 2018)

• Word dropout causes the model (when acting as the “student”) 
to see a restricted view of the input

Original input: “They traveled to Washington by plane”
Restricted view: “They ______  to Washington by ____”

• Cross-view Consistency: instead train the model across many 
different views of the input at once

• Sounds nice, but wouldn’t this train 4n times as slow?
Lecture 1, Slide 62

When making a prediction about “Washington”:
View 1: They traveled to Washington _____
View 2: They traveled to _______________
View 3: ___________ Washington by plane
View 4: _____________________  by plane

When making a prediction about “to”:
View 1: They traveled to _______________
View 2: They traveled __________________
View 3: _________ to Washington by plane
View 4: ___________ Washington  by plane



Cross-View Consistency (Clark et al., 2018)

• Sounds nice, but wouldn’t this train 4n times as slow?

• Instead of running full the model multiple times, add multiple 
“auxiliary” softmax layers to the model
• e.g., add one to the forward LSTM in the first BiLSTM layer. It 

doesn’t see any words to the right of the current one 
• Trains these predictions to match the “primary” prediction    

from a softmax layer that sees all of the input 

Lecture 1, Slide 63

Primary softmax layer 
that sees all the input

Auxiliary softmax layers that see 
restricted views of the input



Cross-View Consistency (Clark et al., 2018)
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Semi-Supervised Learning with Cross-View Consistency

Learning on an Unlabeled Example

“They traveled to
Washington by plane.”

Model acting as the teacher

Model acting as the student

ŷ

ŷview1

ŷview2

ŷview3

ŷview4

loss

Inputs Seen by Student
Prediction Layers:

view 1: “They traveled to ”

view 2: “ by plane”

view 3: “They traveled to Washington ”

view 4: “ Washington by plane”

Learning on a Labeled Example

LOCATION

“Washington is a
state located in...” Model ŷ

loss

1

Figure 1. An overview of Cross-View Consistency. The model is trained with standard supervised learning on labeled examples. On
unlabeled examples, auxiliary prediction layers with different views of the input are trained to agree with the primary prediction layer.
Although the model takes on different roles (i.e., as the teacher or the student), only one set of parameters is trained. This particular
example shows CVC applied to named entity recognition. From the labeled example, the model can learn that “Washington” usually
refers to a location. Then, on unlabeled data, auxiliary prediction layers are trained to reach the same prediction without seeing some of
the input. In doing so, they improve the contextual representations produced by the model, for example, learning that “traveled to” is
usually followed by a location. The improved representations will lead to more accurate predictions from the full model.

Cross-View Consistency adds k additional prediction layers
p
1
✓, ..., p

k
✓ to the model. Each layer pj✓ takes as input an inter-

mediate representation hj(xi) produced by the model (e.g.,
the outputs of the forward LSTM in a BiLSTM model).
It outputs a distribution over labels p

j
✓(y|xi). Often this

prediction can be produced by a softmax layer applied
to the input representation: p

j
✓(y|xi) = SML(hj(xi)) =

softmax(Wjhj(xi) + bj). For some tasks, however, we in-
troduce more complicated prediction layers. At test time,
only the main prediction layer p✓ is used. Each hj is chosen
such that it only uses a part of each input xi; the particu-
lar choice can depend on the task and model architecture.
We propose variants for BiLSTM sequence taggers, graph-
based dependency parsers, sequence-to-sequence models
with attention, and image classifiers, in Section 4.

On an unlabeled example, the model first produces soft
targets by performing inference: ŷi = p✓(y|xi). CVC trains
the student prediction layers to match the primary “teacher”
prediction layer on the unlabeled data by minimizing

LCVC(✓) =
1

|Dul|
X

xi2Dul

kX

j=1

D(ŷi, p
j
✓(y|xi)

⇤

where D is a distance function between probability distri-
butions (we use KL divergence). We hold the teacher’s
prediction ŷi fixed during training (i.e., we do not back-
propagate through it) so the students learn to imitate the
teacher, but not vice versa. CVC works by enhancing the
model’s representation learning. As the auxiliary layers
train, the representations they take as input improve so they
are useful for making predictions even when some of the

model’s inputs are not available.

We combine the supervised and CVC losses into the total
loss, L = Lsup + �LCVC, and minimize it with stochastic
gradient descent. At each step, Lsup is computed over a
minibatch of labeled examples and LCVC is computed over
a minibatch of unlabeled examples. � is a hyperparameter
controlling the strength of the unsupervised loss, which we
set to 1 in our experiments. See Figure 1 for an illustration
of the training procedure.

In most neural networks, a few additional prediction lay-
ers is computationally cheap compared to the portion of
the model building up representations (such as an RNN or
CNN). Therefore our method contributes little overhead to
training time over other self-labeling approaches for most
tasks. CVC does not change inference time or the number of
parameters in the fully-trained models because the auxiliary
prediction layers are only used during training.

3.2. Consistency Regularization

As a point of comparison, we briefly describe standard con-
sistency regularization. Unlike with our approach, consis-
tency regularization only trains the single primary prediction
layer p✓. On unlabeled data, the model is trained to give con-
sistent prediction across input perturbations ⌘ (e.g., drawn
from a Gaussian distribution) and stochastic transformations
T (e.g., randomly cropping an image) applied to the input:

Lconsist(✓) =
1

|Dul|
X

xi2Dul

E⌘,T
⇥
D(ŷi, p✓(y|T (xi) + ⌘))

⇤

• Model first learns “Washington” is usually a location from the 
labeled data. So on the unlabeled example it can guess 
“Washington” refers to a location

• Then on the unlabeled example it learns a location usually 
follows “They traveled to”



Auxilliary Prediction Layers for Sequence Tagging
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• Forward: attached to forward LSTM, produces predictions 
without seeing the right context of the current token.

• Future: attached to forward LSTM, produces prediction without 
seeing the right context or the current token itself

	
	
	

 
Softmax Layers for Image Classification 

 
Softmax Layers for Sequence Tagging 

17.1, 2.0, 1.0
17.1, 2.0,�1.0
17.1, 4.0,�1.0
17.1, 4.0, 1.0

ŷi

Predict

Mean Pooling

CNNxi

1



Auxiliary Prediction Layers for Machine Translation
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Model: standard 
seq2seq with 
attention

Auxiliary layers 
use the same 
LSTM but 
different 
attention and 
softmax weights 



Auxiliary Prediction Layers for Machine Translation
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attention
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Auxiliary Prediction Layers for Machine Translation
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Model: standard 
seq2seq with 
attention

Auxiliary 
prediction layer 2:
attention dropout: 
model only 
attends to a 
subset of the 
source sentence
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Cross-View Consistency (Clark et al., 2018)

• Model makes multiple predictions 
• Each one using a different softmax layer 

• Trains these predictions to match the “primary” prediction    
from a softmax layer that sees all of the input 

• Loss function:
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Primary softmax layer 
that sees all the input

Auxiliary softmax layerr that see 
restricted views of the input



Cross View Consistency: Advantages

• Much more data efficient than word dropout because the model 
learns to produce good predictions across many views of the 
input at once instead of just one

• Not much slower because a few extra softmax layers are 
computationally cheap compared to the LSTMs
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Cross View Consistency: Results
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Method CCG Chunk NER Dep. Parsing MT (English-
Vietnamese)

Previous state-of-
the-art

95.1 96.4 92.2 94.1 26.1

• Chunking and NER results are using ELMo, rest are from 
supervised classifiers



Cross View Consistency: Results
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Method CCG Chunk NER Dep. Parsing MT (English-
Vietnamese)

Previous state-of-
the-art

95.1 96.4 92.2 94.1 26.1

Supervised 94.8 94.9 91.2 93.3 28.9



Cross View Consistency: Results
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Method CCG Chunk NER Dep. Parsing MT (English-
Vietnamese)

Previous state-of-
the-art

95.1 96.4 92.2 94.1 26.1

Supervised 94.8 94.9 91.2 93.3 28.9
Virtual Adversarial 95.1 95.2 91.6 93.7 --
Word Dropout 95.2 95.8 92.1 93.8 29.3



Cross View Consistency: Results
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Method CCG Chunk NER Dep. Parsing MT (English-
Vietnamese)

Previous state-of-
the-art

95.1 96.4 92.2 94.1 26.1

Supervised 94.8 94.9 91.2 93.3 28.9
Virtual Adversarial 95.1 95.2 91.6 93.7 --
Word Dropout 95.2 95.8 92.1 93.8 29.3
CVC 95.6 96.5 92.4 94.2 29.7



Cross View Consistency: Results
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Accuracy vs Amount of 
labeled data

Accuracy vs Model size



Conclusion

• Lots of recent work on semi-supervised learning resulting in big 
improvements on many tasks!

• Provides a way to scale up models even when there isn’t much 
labeled data
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